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The truth shall not live quietly.
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Erlgineering Adds Revenue Rather Than "Costs" _
State offers assistance to technoloeies

By BUI Holmes
uc News Editor
According to last weeks article
"Extra I 54,000 Goes To Engineering Tech", apparently more of the
budget went to overloads to the
Engineering Technologies. However, further information that has
beenobtainedbythe Chronicle from
Edmon N. Scott, Professor of Instrumentation and Control Technology, shows a new aspect of the
information given.
Apparently, certain courses are
con&dered worthma-efundingthan
others by the state. The level of
worth allows reimbursement to the
University for teaching the classes,
The state measure the amount
of funding by Full Time Equivalents (FTEs). The State of Ohio
allows the following dollar amounts
to the University.
General Studies I (OSI) which
consists 'of students enrolled in associate programs for the Social Sciences and Mathematics at a rate of
$552 per student.
General Studies 2 (OS2) consists of those attaining associate
degreesintheEnglishandHwnanities at a rate of$ l ,064 per student.
General Studies 3 (GS3) which
consists of those attaining their associate degree within the Fine and
Perfonning Arts at a rate of $1,782
per student.
Technical I (Techl) consists of
students working towards their associate degree in Business and reimburses at the rate of $1,046 per
student.
Technical 3 (Tech3)whichcon-

sists of associate'programs in Allied
Health and Engineering Technologies reimburses at the rate of$3,26S
per student.
Baccalaureate I (Bach}) consists ofupper division Business and
Finance programs reimbursed at a
rate $2,009 per student.
Baccalaureate 2 (Bach2) consists of upper division English programs offered at the reimbursement
of $2,781 per student.
Baccalaureate 3 (Bach3) consists of upper division Engineering
andTechnologiesprogramsatarate
of $5,075 per student.
The figures show that a program
from the Division of Technologies,
rather than "c9Sting" the University,providesmorefunding.Alowfr
division Social Science major would
approximately be worth one-sixth,
in relation to the state ftmding
sidy, than that of an individual in a
associate level program of Engineering Technologies. Therefore,
logically, this allows greater fund.
ingandallowsforamoreexpanded
course load.
Furthermore, Allied Health, although worth the same amount of
reimbursement, has restricted nwnbers of people entering their program. The Engineering Technologies do not have restrictions on
· numbers entering the programs.
According to Scott, "Everyfacuhy member should bring in students to help bring the proper revenues to the department."
He said that, "SSUstudentsare
our [faculty] lifeblood.'' Scott added

"If I need to spend extra time
[overloads] for the students to do
it [succeed] then I will."
One:EngineeringTechstudent
the Chronicle spoke with gave
some concern towards the ending
of the overload hoW'S. He stated
since cl~s were combined and
enlarged as a result of the ending
of overload hours, there is not
enough computer space for all
students to gain hands on experi-

ence. In fact. he said that he was
getting behind in his work, since he
allowed students with no hands on
experiepce to use the computer
before he did.

Commentary:

Logically, with the removal of
220 hours out ofthe course load this
will be felt by the students. However, the amount of overloads does
show the need for more faculty and
space at this University. According

to the words of Dr. Clive veir;
Shawnee State President, conceming the plan of having 6,000 students
by the year 2000.
"Is the vision of '6,000 by 2000'
aaainable?Itisifweremaincamnided
to the "personal touch" with students.
It is if we cominue to develop imovative and high quality academic programs that keep pace with technological society. It is if OQ" Shawnee State
grows at seven percent a year."
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SSU's new 1993 Homecoming Queen is Bridgette Pennington (center). Brandy Rose (left) and
Melissa May (right) both tied for first place. Pennington was crowned during the men's basketball

game Feb. 6. in the Activities Center.

Student Senate Discuss Productivity

-------.,,,..------,,-----,--.....,.,....----,,,.--__, New President workine to make Senate strone

I ,000th Student Honored

=:-:;~~~~t

O By Donna Kerecz

On February I, 1993, the JOBS the celebration and presented Ms. Aeh ;
Student Retention Program honored with a,$1,000 scholarship donated«
its l ,OOOth student referral, Ms. from the program. Dr. Paul Crabtree
Johnna Aeh. Dr. Clive Veri attended alsopresentedthisstudentwithacom- "O
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - memorative pniversi\y pen.
The campus center, the
Connection, is dedicated to
providing comprehensive ser-~
vices to students in preparation ofenteringtheirfirstquar- .....
ter of collegiate classes.
Deborah Watson, Counselor,
will be coordinating Ms. 0
Aeh's program.
Additional services inL to R Cheryl Swick. Deborah Watson, President
Continued on page
Clive Veri, Johnna Aeh, and her daughter,Ashley.
See Jobs
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Senate's
regular Wednesday 7:00 a.m.
meeting (Feb. 3), the focus of
discussion was the lack of productivity and cooperation on the
part of senate members.
New Senate President David
Jenkins and Vice President DennisValentinebothexpressedconcem about senate membecs who
were not giving or doing all that
was necessary for the senate to
be the governing body SSU
needs.
"Starting today it will be
mandatory you do something for

Suu:lent Seo ate '' said Yaleotine

He said he feh senate members
needed to use their time in the
office wisely. He said there are
policy books that need to be read
and that Jenkins has a list of jobs
which needed to be completed.
The discussion then turned to
the SSU/Morehead Blood Drive, in
which SSU won by a landslide.
Valentine said, "The blood drive
was a Student Senate function but I
feel like it turned into a Dennis
Valentine function.'' He noted that
Jenkins, and senate members Polly
Workman, Bill Dillion and a few
others had aided him, but many had
not.

Joe Hartis, Student Senate Sec-

retary, said Jenkins told the senate
their first priority should be on committee work. Harris added,•• I wasn't
asked to help,'• and as secretary, he
had sent information on the blood
drive throughout the campus and
into the community.
Jenkins said he did make the
comment that internal affairs should
be handled with a sense of priority.
Addressing Harris he said, "You
should think broader, Joe, and feel
like you are part of it (the event).''
Senator Brent Am said, "Our
budget is getting very low due to
over expenditures.'' He then asked
Continued on page S
See Senate
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Do people understand what it really means to
mentalry or verbally abuse a child?

By Diana L. Ulsh
uc Guest writer

"The
Truth

Shall Not
Live
Quietly"
-The Chronicle Motto

The
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The Ualvenlty Chronicle

940 Second Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 4 5662
(614) 355-2278

After reading an article by
Donna Kerecz (l-18-93), I wondered how many parents it touched.
I also wondered if people understood what it really means to mentally and or verbally abuse a child.
I am not at all the perfect parent,
but I have, over the past year, become incredibly aware of how parents treat their children, specifically, how they speak to their
children.
I don't advocate treating children like "little adults". They are,
after all, children, and not equipped
with our knowledge and experience in dealing with life.
The problem I am addressing is
the negative way which many parents communicate with their children.
How would you fee Iifyou asked
a professor a question, and that

professor screamed "I can't bother
helping you, you're too stupid to
understand!!"
·
How many times have you heard
a parent say that a child: can't color
well; doesn't even know how to
_ __,·issostupid/dumblcontrary/
ridiculous/ignorant/mean/clumsy/
foolish/slow
/troublesome/tiring/etc.?
All ofthese are discouraging to a
person of any age, especially if one
hears them day after day. While a
young person is growing and developing a sense of self, they look to
others for a definition of their worth.
We as parents need to encourage
and uplift our children. There are
ways to correct children without
verbally attacking them.
Being a parent is not an easy job,
and all the good and wonderful parental activities we know are not
always put into practice because of

our own stress.
Fortunately, there are people
willing to listen to a parent who
feels as if there is no relief from the
pressure!!! Here on Shawnee State
University's campus, we have a
~liege Mom's Support Group. It
meets from 12:00pm to I :OOpm on
Tuesdays. The group meets in the
G.R.O.W. office (Commons 106).
Dr. Adora Campis may be contacted for more information at 3552370.
In addition, there is a Parent's
Anonymous meeting every week
with free child care! ! Due to the
anonymity factor, please call 3541010 for more information about
where and when the meetings take
place.
Personally, I have gone to the
P.A. meeting every week for almost
a year, and look forward (very
much!!!) to the meetings. Sure,

sometimes it is hard to fit the meeting in when I have kids and school
and housework all needing attention.
.
But if I didn't have this weekly
release of pressure and stress, nothing else would get adequate attention, because I would be nuts!! And
ifl had to deal with all the pressure
myself, not only would my housework and schoolwork suffer, my
children would suffer too. They did
not ask to be brought into this crazy
world, I chose to have them, and it is
my responsibility, as it is every
parent's, to nurture, encourage, and
uplift our children so they can become responsible, positive, productive citiz.ens.
That cannot be accomplished if
we discourage or ignore our children, for then we are committing the
greatest crime of all-Abusing and
neglecting our future.

Using numbers one can prove anything
To the Editor,

I am writing this letter in response to the article by Bill Holmes.
After carefully readin his article I
have come to the conclusion that
Mr. Holmes·s story could be used as
an excellent teaching tool. The article could be used in a class in how
to lie with statistics, maybe not lie,
but stretch the truth a little. Using
numbers one can prove anything.
Even that ourelectedrepresentative
in Washington are under paid and
over worked.
Pointing out areas to save money
is an excellent subject for the UC in
these timesofbudgetary crisis. However if Mr. Holmes wants to see
where money is going he only need
to look at his own article.

I will now perform a feat of
Talcing numbers from the OBR
prestidigitation. Using nothing but Subsidy Funding Report you can
data from Mr. Holmes's article and estimate the amount of the acathe OBR report, I shall show a more demic portion of the subsidies. Not
accurate picture ofeducational costs. all FfEs are created equal. They
To guesstimate the salary costs rangefromGSI withaFfEsubsidy
of a department all I am going to do of $552 to BACH3 with FfE subis take the overload cost per hour and sidy of$5075. All Eng. Tech courses
divide by .75 (overload hours are 75 are Tech 3 ($3265) or Bach3.
Ifwe compare two Fall courses
percent of regular pay) and then
multiply them by 36 hours (contract Soci IO I and ETEM 111 you might
see the difference that FfEs make.
hours).
Based on Mr. Holmes'snumbers If there are 20 students in SOQ IO I
it does appear that the Eng. Tech they will generate 5.33 FfEs times
program stretches it's funds farther GSI rate of$552 equals $2942.
than anybody else on campus. And
Based on the current catalog
there is another little kicker FfEs tuition per credit hour is $53 (if
(full time equivalents). FfEs are students take more hours the cost is
used by the state to calculate the lower). Multiply this by the 80 credit
university subsidy.
hours of the total class equals the

sum of$4240. Add this to the FfEs
subsidy you get a total of $7182.
Subtract instructor costs of $5456
leaves the school a net of $1726.
NowdothiswithanETEMI 11 class
ofl5.TotalFfEs4timestheBACH3
rate of$5075 equals $20,300. Add
the tuition of $3180 and subtract the
instructor costs of $3744 equals
$19,736. Which program brings in
more dollars to the university?
I am not trying to pick on the
Social Science Department, but I
am trying to show that you can't
baseaneducationonjustdollarsand
cents. And education is not a collection of classes that make the fiscal
grade, but a total package deal.
Larry Kishbaugh
Electrical and Computer Tech

Student wants to know if Portsmouth is up to challenge
To the Editor,

Iwanttomakeitclearthatihave
Now,Idonotatallsuggestthat town by people filled with fear,
read information and facts about a person who is HIV positive should anger, prejudice, hate and ignoHIVandAIDS,and wouldfeelcorn- goawaypeacefully,butitjustseems ranee.
fortable having a classmate who is to me that coming to Portsmouth
WillPortsmouthbeopen, warm,
HIV positive. I have no intention of would be asking for more trouble accepting and tolerant of a person
sharing needles or body fluids with andhardshipsthananypersonneeds!! with HIV?
my fellow students, and I'm sure
Maybe I am completely wrong
IrealizethatthereareotherHIV
(asioftenam!)andMr.Stewartisso positive people in Portsmouth who
many of you feel the same way.
I also want it understood that in beloved by all the people of Ports- live, work, eat and shop the same
the two and a half years that I have mouth that the city will welcome places I do. Mr. Stewart, though,
been here, I have come to know him back with open arms.
has chosen to make the fact that he
Portsmouth as a warm, safe place to
·Perhaps my cynicism stems from is HIV positive public knowledge,
live and raise my children.
the fact that I lived only fifteen thereby making himself open to
In addition, I do not personally minutes away from the town that public scrutiny.
know Mr. Daniel Stewart, therefore finally accepted Ryan White. BeAre his friends and loved ones
I can not discuss him as a person, fore the Whites settled in Hamilton able to withstand the pressure they
Qnly hi~ health atatus. __ •
_ ~!Y.. ftley 'Yer~ f ~ - QU! 9f _ ~yl?euncJer~.e~str.oo&

and supportive for Mr. Stewart?
Maybe, with all the intelligent
people in this town who work in the
medical field or in the field of education, Mr. Stewart will be back
here at Shawnee State without being
confronted with prejudice and ignorance.
As Mr. Stewart so aptly put it,
''The struggle for equality and winning that fight against racism, sexism, homophobia and downright ignorance is rooted in education and
keeping an open mind."
So, is Portsmouth up to the challenge?
DianaL Ulsh

The University Chronicle
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Scioto County Cars and Drivers======

By Dennis Day
UC StafTWriter

(Before I begin, I'd like to thank John Coffman, who shares
my sense of humor, and offers hilarious topics about which I
sometimes write.)
Well, I can't think of anything mean or abusive to write
about anyone or anything. I don't know what could be wrong
with me because normally I can.
Wait a minute! Yes! I found a topic! Let's
discuss cars and drivers. I can't stand some
drivers. Maybe they'd all be better quarantined
off somewhere in the Land of Crappy Car
Drivers. Or, maybe what we need isa system of
dualhighwaysandroadsystems: one system for w
normal drivers, and a separate system for the 0 ·
other 50% of Americans who fall under the
Totally Incompetent to Operate any Type of
Vehicle Whatsoever category.
A few days ago in New Boston, I was
driving my car, which is about as long as a
school bus. A car driver from hell pulled out in
front ofme from the K-Mart parking lot. I managed to reduce
my velocity at a rate which almost made my engine fall out. Not
about to take this sort of abuse, I passed this absent-minded
individual, and proceeded to roll along at approx. 5.8 mph in
front of him. He was probably a driving instructor from Kentucky (justjoking ...no I'm not..yes I am).
Where do dysfunctional drivers come from? Probably some
sort of Drivers R Us corporation. Their final exam is a onepointer: I) Where is the steering wheel? .. Uh, right here?"
.. Yes! You 're absolutely correct! You pass! Here's your certificate, now get outta here!"
Andwhogivesdriversover88yearsofagetheirlicense?The
Old Men and Women's Driving Committee? The AARP?
Maybe we need special lanes for elderly vehicle operators.
The only requirements for access to this highway are old age and
poor senses. The road signs would need to be as big as billboards,
and the speed limit would be a whopping 30 mph. And there
could be small convenience stores at small intervals, selling
prune juice, Geritol, and hearing aid batteries.
I've noticed how many Scioto County car owners personalize their cars. Some go to extremes, just to be different. Some
car owners bustopenacarwindow and tape a Glad trash bag over
it. I wonder if these drivers ever forget there's no glass window

Remember when friendship meant
something
By Kevin Zornes
UC Copy Editor

1/,

You 're traveling through space and time. You come to
a door leading to another dimension. A dimension where
heroes don't have to kill, people speak in Iambic Pentameter, and no one cares who the royal family is having sex
with. You 're about to cross over into...The Twilight Zornes.
Welcome. Remember when friendship meant something? I do. Well, I guess it still means something. I'm just
being bitter. To some people though, (namely one ofmy
••friends'') it means something different.
To them, friendship is a convenience. It is a way to get
what they want when they want it no matter what it may do
or cost the other person. People like this use the institution
of friendship as a way to disguise manipulation.
In no case is manipulation ever right, but it is sometimes
necessary. I will be the first to admit I've manipulated
people before. This, however, is what separates me from the
individuals I mentioned earlier. I can admit it. Some people
do it and don't even realize it.
Not realizing it isn't an excuse. It means the individual
has manipulated people for so long, it has become second
nature. For them, there is no other way.
I'm sure there is some psychologist out there who could
reveal why some people live their lives at the expense of
others. I'm not a psychologist, but I will offer my theory.
Manipulators are insecure. They have either went through
life with everything given to them or they have had to do
things themselves and have failed.
The casualites are people who allow themselves to be
manipulated. I am one of the worst when it comes to being
manipulated. I've had people tell me ••she's only µsing
you ... " but it dido 't matter. I continued on until I couldn't
be manipulated any further. There was no more need for
Kevin Z.Ornes and I was dropped.
This is the point where I realize what happened and
where I made my mistakes. This is the point where I'm
supposed to learn.
But I probably won't learn. I haven't yet. I guess it's
question of what's more valuable? A part-time friend or a
going through life without being used?
It's a question that can't even be answered... in The
Twilight Zornes.

The Ups and Dow-ns of an Elevator
By Torn Davis

UC Sports Editor

Isn't it nice to have an elevator to help carry you up to the
forth floor when you want to go to the second? Isn't it
wonderful to receive an elbow in the mid-section when a
short, heavy set middle-aged woman elbows her way onto the
lift? "I've got bad knees and cannot climb the stairs," she
bellowed as the door was closing. And at least six of us were
holding our stomachs due to the karate blows we received.
-In 4,000 B.C. Egyptians invented eye makeup.
There was one time I entered the elevator and rode up to the
--In 3,500 B.C. the first bedroom appears in Sumeria, occufourth floor twice before I could get off. There was a younger
pied by the head of the house while wife, children, and servants · group of students waiting to go down. As S()()n as the door
sleep on floor.
opened, they rushed in and those of us on the lift were pushed
-In 1,100 B.C. the first dnowri pornography depicts Ramses
back.
By the time either of us could say, .. Hey, we get off
III in flagrante with unidentified female.
here!''
we were going down.
--In 1,000 B.C. comes the use of first wedding ring, symbolic
I'm
a male in my forties and have suffered four heart
of fetters used to physically bind the bride to her husband's
dwelling.
·
attacks, five-way bi-passes, and 15% damage to my heart.
--In 900 B.C. the upper-dass Assyrians begin wearing wigs.
My doctor says no climbing stairs. The elevator is a blessing
--In 600 B.C. Persians begin wearing tight-fitting leather
to me. It was intended to help staff move equipment and aid
clothing.
the handicapped.
-In 550 B.C. Greek women begin wearing men's clothing.
Because of a federal law making the elevator accessible
- In 500 B.C. the first marriage contract (in which six cows
to
all
persons who are handicapped, whether they are students
are exchanged for one fourteen-year-old girl).
or
nonstudents,
the accessibility has been claimed by ma,ny
-In ISO B.C. Macedonian slaves auctioned in Rome; males
bring equivalent of$50, females $1,000.
To understand one woman is not necessarily
--In A.O. 50 Romans invent soap. ·

DidYou Know-???
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there and attempt to roll down the window. Lots of cars are
missing rear and front fenders, mirrors, rear windows and
hubcaps. I think it's fimny to see old beat-up cars with one of
those generic 50-mile-maximum-lifetime spare tires, which is
about as big as a moped tire. I have one in my trunk, which I
hope I'll never have to use. People try to exceed the 50-mile
limit and attempt to squeeze 300 miles out of those miniwheels.
Did you ever notice it seems like the
headlights on 90% of cars with retractable headlights in Scioto County don't
work? The Pontiac Fiero is a typical
example. Everyday, I see one or two
with one or both headlights locked in the
upright position, even during daylight
hours. I bet the engineer who designed
these headlights is, like, wiemployed.
I really hate those do-it-yourselfpaint
jobs. Don't they really look crappy?
You can always tell those $15 spray
pointjobs by the excess paint on the windows, chrome, fenders
and tires. Some professionals even spray over the word Pontiac
or Monte Carlo, and the word ends up the same color as the rest
of the car.
Then, there are cars missing headlights, mufflers, door
handles, hood ornaments and tnink lock ornaments. One thing
that really annoys me to the max is riding down the road
following a car that has one of those trunk lock ornaments that
rotates to one side or the other to allow a key to unlock the
trunk. Well, it just drives me berserk to see that little clasp offcentered, as if the last person to open the trunk forgot to reposition the thing.
Let's see, what else do I hate? Well, I totally can't stand it
when someone else has a nicer car than I do. Like, in LA for
example, there are kids younger than you or I driving new
BMW's, Porches and Jaguars, and I'm driving a 23-year-old
car!
Before anyone criticizes me for making fun of junkers, I
too, drove a hideous old monster-of-a-Pontiac for several
years. Driving that old beast officially entitles me the privilege
of making fun of junkmobiles.
Next week, I'll continue on the same topic: cars and
drivers.
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others. Another incident occurred when I was standing and
waiting at the basement level. Before the elevator arrived,
seven young ladies approached and when the doors opened,
six rushed in as one of them giggled, •'Ladies first." The last
young lady did not enter, but stood back and said, uyou were
here first, sir, you go ahead." I was shocked but I refused and
urged her to go ahead.
I'm confused. Should young female students who appear
extremely healthy enter the elevator before a handicapped
middle-aged man? What do you think?
Should it be first come, first served? Or should all males
stand back and let the ladies go first not matter how long
they've been waiting? What is the best policy?
Of course looks can be deceiving. A yO\Dlg healthy looking
personcanbeashandicappedasanyother. Shouldallhandicapped
people wear a sign stating, "I'm Handicapped!". I really don't
koow the answer. I think'I'U just let it ride--up and down.
Please take note handicaps. There are others who attend
SSU that are handicapped and should be awarded as much
respect as you desire.
Everyone awaiting the elevator should stand back when
the door opens and let those on the elevator exit.

to understand any other woman.
•.. , , . , .

--John Stuart Mill

The University Chronicle
ture. Several local
law officials confided to us that there
is a "fat chance" of
their immediate capture. Jay "Let 'em
get mad, what can
they do about it?"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hendersonwishesto
apologize for the fact that he is
unable to perform his journalistic
duties (or any other duties, if his
wife is to be believed), and asked
his good friend, Brigadier General
(Mrs.) Joe "Anita" Biggins, to fill
By Jay Arr Henderson
this space in his stead. Unfortul[c Assistant Editor
A Note from the Editor:
nately, the General• s hearing isn't
Our beloved columnist, Jay '' Let what it used to be and he thought
the chips fall where they may" Mr. Hendersonhadaskedhimtoftll,
Henderson, is presently recovering a space in his head. Tragedy was
from a severe beating he received narrowly averted.
shortly after the publication of his
The upshot of all this is that
last column, in which he intimated there will be no colwnn in this space
that he might have photographs "of today.
a revealing nature" involving FBI
Jay "I'm protected by the First
Chief Melvin Sessions.
Amendment'' Henderson wishes to
Witnesses say Jay "This is a free thank his loyal readers, his wife, the
country and I'll write what I want" children he will now be unable to
Henderson was attacked by three produce, and the editor and staff of
men in dark blue suits, white shirts the University Chronicle for standand pointy black shoes who leapt ing by him in his hour of need. He
from a non-descript van and pro- says everyone else can go to Hell.
ceeded to pummel the valiant reIn the tradition of devoted and
porter. Apparently, they were ac- intrepidjournalists, Mr. Henderson
companied bya chihuahua with what has announced that his next colwnn
om: witness described as' 'a very bad will be a no-holds-barred, downattitude.''
and-dirty expose of real, true facts
While the assailants remain at about one ofour major industries. It
large, there is reason to believe they will be called, •'A History ofDoilywill be apprehended in the near fu- Making.''

Sorry, no
column this

week!

A place where teens
can mingle free of
harm
.

By Stephanie Wright

UC Opinion Editor
Imagine a place where teenagers
can mingle free of harm. In this place~
there is a game room, refreshments, a
big-screen T.V. that plays music videa;, and adult supervision.
This ideal gathering spotfeaturesa
drama club and sponsors concerts at
reasonable prices. Most people would
argue that this is a Utopia and therefae, does not exist.
Blessedly, it does exist. Doug and
Karen Yates q,ened the Beacon Station, an activities center for teem, on
November 3, 1992. Beacon Station is
a non-denaninatio Ouistian cen-

orchurcbgmup, rut
features a warm,
friendly Christian
environment.
Past events at
Beacon Station
have included an
opening day extravaganza featuring five gospel
bands, after-game activities on Friday
evenings, a Christmas play titled
"Greatest Gift", and concerts by
"White Cross" and "Mykeh", and
the Yates own band, "Advocate."
They were formerly named
''Shaooch '', which meant' 'loud shout
ofpraise". They chose the new name
which describes them well. It means
"to plead another's cause."
Unfortunately, community support has not been widespread. Therefae, Beacon Stationhashad to forego
the Friday eveningget-togethers. Mrs.
Yates said "I don't understaoo why
oometownpeq:,Iecan'tsuppoolonetown activities."
Response from local churches has
beenlowandMrs. Yatesfurtherstated
that' 'Christians~ to band~
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An Interview with
Mabel Massie
By WIiiard Elton Ford
UC StatTWriter

When the sun is getting ready to
cuddle up for the night in those sleepy
Portsmouth skies, he might peek
through a window and see a grandmother at her desk, putting her
thoughts down in the fading light.
I chatted with Mabel Massie, a
member of the Phoenix Writers and
an auditing student at SSU. Her poetry has been spread across the United
States under her pen name, Urselina
DeVilbis.
"I have wrote a lot of little funny
verses off-and-on," she says, "but it
took a different turn when I started at
SSU."
Mabel says that she got her inspiration to write from her junior high
school teacherin Toledo, Miss Halpin.
"She would make little rhymes
and put poetry to music to help us
remember," she reflects.

"I would
write my heart
out in that
class. There
was a little
poem I wrote
called "Fairy
' Pool." Would
you believe
that she had
that poem when I visited her years
later?" She enjoyed ~ing poet
laureate of that little classroom.
"One of the things I like best
about Dr. Bob Wilson's classes is
that everyone is so encouraging.
He (Wilson) always inspires us to
write."
When the UC asked her about
the origin of her pen name, she
giggled and recalled her experiences at the Greenbo Lake Poetry
Retreat.
''We were assigned to go in to
the old grave yard and hug a tree
andlistentowhatitsays. So, Helen,
Judy, and I put our arms around this
massive oak and listened. This inspired me to write about the oak's
life in a poem. It is one of my
favorites!''
''We wandered into the oldest
parts of the cemetery, and I came
across a tiny tombstone--like for a
child. It said "Ursela'' and I later
told Dr. Wilson that I had received

my pen name. I changed it to
Urselina, and he suggested the addition of De Vilbis._I have wrote under
that name since."
Mabel, when not writing, is also
a talented painter, singer, and seamstress. One can enjoy her talents
with which she has decorated her
home. She has over twenty works
published, and has won three different contests.
She is a devoted member to the
First Church ofGod in New Boston,
and devotes time there,, as well as
with her husband Bill. She plans to
keep writing and enjoy the poetry
retreats at Greenbo.
We often take advantage of the
beauty around us. When I look into
the night skies, there is usually a
bright star that hides its face from
the moon. It makes me remember
that the celestial skies have many
hidden masterpieces. Even though
other stars try to stand out, you
appreciate the one little star in the
side of the moon.
I will think about the one who
speaks the language of trees. It will
remind me of old quilting frames,
homemade cookies and a
grandmother's love. When twilight
begins to fall, I can see her perched
at her desk and painting her soul.
This is Mabel Massie. This is
Urselina.

There's a lot of difference between a dog and a woman. When
you come home at night, a dog don't care where you been.

--Lewis Grizzard

and be Christ-like. That's why we're
here."
BeaconStaticnisaskingforvolunteers to supervise events, and teens to
join the drama club. The Yates are also
seeking businesses to rent space in the
building, located at 1209 Young St,
the fonner Apostolic Church acros.5
from Shoney's. One business, "Living Epistles'', the largest Christian Tshirt shop in the world, is currently
renting ore of the spaces.
Future events max ~ibly include a ccncert featuring •'DC Talk'',
a informal summer gathering with refreshments and music, and the reestablishment of Friday night gettogethers.
Mrs. Yates ccnclu¥ by stating
tbat "Beacon Station 1can change
~es.'' Anyone wanting additiooal
infonnatiooal may contactthe Yates at
353-8852 or 776-6479. I hq>e that
Beaccn Staticn will be afforded the
support it deserves. As I interviewed
Mrs. Yates, I was reminded of a line
from a song of. the 70' s... "United we
stand, Divided we fall .. "
Let's stand 3ci<XOC.ounty andurounding areas, or we'll fall, leaving
our youth to scramble for safety.

All-Time Worst Dates

My all-time worst was a girl I
took out on a small boat. I had an
expensive camera, and after I'd
failed to seduce her in the boat and
we finally came back to the dock,
she dropped the camera into the
water. I lost in all directions.
Paul Russell
Anything my mother had anything todowithgoes inthe "worst''
category. But the very worst was
when my sister was at the University of Wisconsin and I was a teenager and my girlfriend and I came
to visit her for the weekend and she
fixed us up with two ofher discard,
in my case a very tall gentleman
name "Moose."

and it rolled into a police car. The
cops wanted to give me a ticket
because I was alone in the car! I
explained that I was only trying to
stop it but couldn't do it in time
because my sleeve got caught on the
gear shift and I couldn't find the
brake.
When we got back to my house
my date made anther call to the
paper factory. I bid him a very cordial good night because I knew I
would never, ever see him again.
PhiUis Diller
I had a date with somebody and
she sent her roommate in her place.
ltgavemeaninsightnothowwomen
feel when they 're treated as objects.
I felt like I was being passed from
Alice Kahn
It was recently. I had a date one to another just because I was a
witharicholdgoywhoownsapaper good lay. An easy one. The word
factay in Pennsylvania. Befae we wasout. "Doesheputout" "Yeah."
left my house he called the factayto Paul Krassner
see what was going on. At dinner
So far as I know dates are small,
imteadofde-cafcr coffee he ordered sticky fruits which come in a
hex water. Then he excused himself strangely shaped box at Christmas.
They are much of a muchness and I
and checked the factory again.
Onthewayhcnle he got lost and can't remember the worst I've had
had to go into a filling station for or the best.
directions. He left the car in gear John Mortimer
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Business Manager -Dismissed

Alle2ed Sexual Misconduct in UC Newsroom
UC Staff Report
Dwing the week of January 25,
1993, Robert Gambill was dismissed
as Business Manager ofthe University
Chronicle. The dismissal was the resuit ofan ultimatum given to Gambill
by UC E.ditor, Donna Kerecz.
According to Kerecz, who has
receipts signed by Gambill from
Krogers and Kenricks, Gambill spent
$791.11 ofthenewspaper'smoneyfor
film and developing dmng the summer quarter of 1992.
In an interview with Kerecz, she
feels Gambill had used the mooey for
his own persooal gain. Gambill allegedly purchased film under the Open
Air accOlllt, took pictures ofindividuals, and then had the film developed
urxier the Open Air account. He then
sold an unknown number of the pietures back to the individuals who were

photographed.
Kerecz went on to say that during
the last school year (Fall 1991-Spring
1992), film was J)ll"chased and developed with the Jiiotograpiy budget,
which is set at $300. 00. "We also
purchased a piece of equipment withoutgoingover-budget," shesaid. Ai:ril
Sargent, the current UC Phofognqily
Edita, spends an average of $30.00
per quarter.
Kerecz went on to say that the
$791. I l was spent during the summer
quarter of 1992. During that time, the
Open, Air staff published five issues
cootaining 38 pictures.
"I discovered the situation by accident when I became editor in the
latterparto(September '92," Kerecz
stated. "I immediately went to my
superiors, Dr. Mirabello and Fred
Chrisman. Chrisman said it was my
decision and he would go along with
any decision that I made and that I
needed to work through my adviser.

Dr. MirabellothoughtGambill'srnisuseoffuooswas "irrespoosiblerather
than criminal." I confronted Robert
with it and told him to setup a payment
plan with Accounts Payable to begin
paying oock the money he misused.''
KereczsaidGambillagreedtopay
the money back and she assumed he
set up the account.
During the week of January 11,
1993, Kerecz received a call from
Elsie Shabazz in AccOWlts Payable,
who said Gambill had not yet set up a
payment plan.
Kerecz said she then confronted
Gambill again and gave him an ultimatum: "Either pay back the money
or you 're dismissed as Business Manager.'• Gambill refused and was dismis.sed.
Inmediately following Gambill's
dismissal, Karen Wilson, UC Cq>y
Edita, resigned from her positioo.
Bill Holmes, UC News Edita,
stated, "Robert had made an agreement to pay back the money he had
misused, and he did nct fulfill his
agreement." In discussing the dismissal of Gambill, Holmes said, '' Initially,IhadapprmchedDonnatofind
out if Gambill had been paying the
money back to the newspaper. The
discussion occurred shortly after the
nrtificationfrom the business office. I
advised her, after talking to impartial
members of the staff, that since five
mooths had e ~ she need to take
strong action with Robert in ocder to
insure he would begin payment and
protectthereputationoftheChronic/e.
TheonlythingthatMr. Gambillhadto
do was to set up a schedule of payments. I think that this demonstrates ·
hisirresponsiblebehaviocconsidering
hecoukinotevendothat,themerestof
tasks."
Then, in letters dated February I,

1993andaddres.sedtoDr.MarlcMirabello, UC Adviser, Gambill and Wilson filed complaints against Donna
Kerecz. Gambill 's letter stated he was
making a "formal complaint about
the actions ofthe Editor ofthe Univer-

sity Chronicle..."

The letterclaum that he [Gambill]
had observed "tmprofessional and
sexually explicit" actions by Kerecz
and Holmes.
Gambill alleges that while he,
Wilsoo, Phil Thieken, Holmes and
Kereczwereinthenewsrocm,Holmes
sat oo the couch while Kerecz (who
was lying on the couch) " ... proceeded
to place her head in his lap" and
'' ...pulled her coat up over her head.'•
Gambill believes Kerecz has violated the Sexual Haras.gnent policy,
and the Anti-Hazing policy as they are
outlined in the 1992-1994 Student
Handoook.
Gambill's letter then states that a
cq,y of the letter will be sent to Fred
Chrisman, DirectorofStudentActivities.
An interview was conducted with
Fred Chrisman who stated, ''The letters haven't officially been given to
me, so I cannot officially comment on
possible actions.•'
Karen Wilson's letter, which accompanied Gambill's letter, states "I
am filing formal charges against her
foc her [Kerecz] unprofessional and
immoral behavior... ''
Like Gambill, Wilson stated
Thieken "told Donna to stq:> and they
weren't going to do that in the newsroom ... " She then says Thieken "followed through on this threat" and
pulled the cmt off of Kerecz's head.
Inaninterview, Thiekenstated, "I
know for a fact she didn't [perform
oral sex]. As Mr. Gambill and Ms.
Wilson both stated, I was the one who

Senate===================

Continued from page 1
that senate officers justify their salaries.
Valentine said that he had spent
this year's term trying to work with
the Ohio Student's Association
(OSA)topassareferendumtoallow
studentstodonateadollarfromtheir
general fees "to get a full time
lobbyist." This lobbyist would intprove the influence of student bodies in Columbus.
John Pack, Senate Treasurer,
said, "I'm put with the task of a
budget analysis which is usually two
months behind with the university."
He explained that the Senate had a
problem with the Valley Rock budget and paymeni of.some of the ,cost

of the bands came from an area of
the budget designated for the senate
officers. Pack added, "I will be
forgoing my Spring salary.''
Harris said, "My correspondencehasn'tbeenasactiveasitwas- .
-But it's not all my fault."
Jenkins in his reply said, "I
don't know if I'm worth it or not
but I try--I'm always here. I go to
Columbus a lot and I'm always on
everyone's ass trying to get work
done. Right now this organization
pretty much sucks ...
He stated he would noi be taking a salary during spring quarter
and said he feels that all senate
members needed to look at themselves.• 'Let's all think of our worth

and what we are doing," said Jen-

kins.

Arn then asked Jenkins ifhe felt
he was worth more as a Senator oras
a President? Jenkins reply was as
president bec_ause he said, "I am
willing to work hard--1 have worked
hard. I'm trying to change this organization for the better. We have got
to grow as this university grows. We
can't stay in the Dark Ages. When
people turn in that inked petition
with 25 signatures, that means they
are going to make a commitment. A
good student can do everything you-we have an obligation ...
The senate meets weekly at 7:00
a.m. on Wednesday mornings in the
University Center.

The University Chronicle
pulled off the coat. I am the only true
witness. I was the only one who could
see anything.''
In another interview with Kerecz,
when asked if the allegations were
true, she said, "No. Do you actually
think I would sit in a public place and
perform oral sex oo someone?"
Kerecz explained the incident by
saying she had been working 80-85
hours in the newsroom and was exhausted. She said she was half asleep
lying on the couch with her head on
Holmes's leg with her head covered
by her coat to keep the light from her
eyes.
When asked why she thought
Gambill and Wilson were filing complaints, Kerecz stated "Robert is~
ing this because he got fired Karen
had talked tome about quitting several
weeks befcre because she couldn't
keep up with her work. Karen felt
obligatedtoquitbecause sheisRobert's
roommate. I did not dismiss Robert to
be vindictive or hurtful-it was myjob.
I have had Robert in my heme many
times and all of us spent New Year's
Eve together. Justafewweeksago Bill

(Holmes) helped Robert and Karen
move and I gave them a televisioo set
because they did not have the money
to purchase one.''
Kerecz also said, "I expected
SOOtething like this from Robert, but I
am shocked at Ms. Wilson's lack of
integrity...
Holmes said, ''In Robert's aspect,
it is purely vindictive. If anything of
this nature wouki have happened befcrehisdisrnissalandhewasoffeooed,
wouki he oot press charges irmnediately (the charges were suppost to
have happened three weeks before his
disrnissal)? I resent someone, who I
had worked with, attempting to damage my character and hooor, aloog
with thatofDonnaand the newspaper,
inthe Universitycommunityinapurely
vindictive fashion:" He added,' 'What
smites me more is the fact that Miss
Wilsoo, saneooe I had coosidered a
frieoo, would go along with this persooal attack..,
Gambill and Wilson declined to
be interviewed.
Kereczand Holmes are currently
planning to sue Gambill and Wilson

JOBS--=--------____;____;____
Continued from page 1

elude an ongoing component dents are the wiiversity •s m:,st impa"which assists with a text book loan tant custcmer.
library, an educational equipment
All monies taxi in the program
rental program, and purchase of cane from a combined Ohio Departcourse related needs.
mentofHUl113Il ServicesandBoardof
The Connection can _balst of a Regents state funded grant of over a
retention rate of 80% with an aver- half million dollars.
age accumulative G.P.A. of 2.8.
Services are provided solely to
In the May 20, 1991 edition of students who ·are receiving A.D.C.
the Open Air, Suzanne Shelpman, (Aid to Depeooent Children) assisDirector of the JOBS Student Re- tance. The Coonection'smodelisoow
tention-Program stated ''I intend to beingduplicatedinover26othercamuse ev·ery contact I have in order to pusesacross Ohio with Ms. Shelpman
help our students. If we can't help a being recently selected by the Ohio
student through our office, I'm go- BoardofRegentstoserveonasteering
ing to find someone that can.''
committee focused oo retention serIn times which would make this vices.
statement appear overly optimistic,
The key to retaining students is
the Connection staff has proceeded, opencommtmication, comprehensive
in only one and one half years, to infmnation delivered, and a sin&m
becomethemostproactivedeliveryof caring that they remain in school.
services to Shawnee State University
If you feel you meet the eligibilstudents.
ity criteria for this program, call
Based oo a counseling concept, 353-6400. The Connectioo center is
the Comectioo staff believes that stu- located at 25 Union Street.

Financial Ai.d
"VVorkshop
February -10th & 11th

· 7:00 P.M. - Massie Aud.
How to Complete:
Forms and Applications
All Students Urged to Attend
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A tedious search for romance~~.

By Kevin Zornes

UC Copy Editor
In Jay Arr Henderson's article

about Valentine's Day, he asked the
question "Whatisromance?" Since
lamknownas "themostunromantic
person in the world'', (I got that title
because I didn't cry when I saw
"When Harry Met Sally), I have
decided to search every ''nook and
cranny'' until I find this beast they
call "romance".
My search began in the newsroom, ofcourse. Jay Henderson was
there so I asked him if he had found
the answer to his question. His reply
was "Nope, I have no idea."
So I then asked Bill Holmes

"Sir, what is romance?" He replied, "The ability to share with
another person your inner and personal self. I think that too much
emphasis is placed on the courtship ritual which merely masks
reality."·
It was a good answer, but it
reminded me of the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill hearings.
I then called Campus Security,
hoping they might be able to give
me more information. I thought
maybe they had even seen some
romance running around the campus. When I asked the unknown
officer, he merely stated, "I don't

give no opinion. Thanks for the offer." Another dead end.
Suddenly Jay Henderson stood
up and exclaimed, ''I've got it. Romance is the sublimation of the desire to rape and the postponement of
the urge to submit."
Another good answer, but I don't
want to go to jail.
I decided it was time to get the
female opinion. So, I asked my
editor, Donna Kerecz, "What is
romance?" She answered, "Something that ultimately leads to love
and something any woman will do
anything to keep. With the right
man, they're willing tc;, do any-

The Orgins ofValentine's Day
Complied By Rose
Rosier
UC Features Editor

Different authorites believe
Valentine's Day began in various
ways. Some trace it to an ancient
Roman festival called Lupercalia.
Other experts connect the event with
one or more saintsoftheearlyChristian church. Still others link it with
an old English belief that birds
choose their mates on February 14.
Valentine'sDayprobablycame from
a combination of all three of those
sources--plus the belief that spring
is the time for lovers.
The ancient Romans held the
festival of Lupercalia on February
15 to ensure protection from wolves.
During this celebration, young men

struck people with strips of animal
hide. Women took the blows because they thought that the whipping made them more fertile. After
the Romans conquered Britain in
A.O. 43, the British borrowed many
Roman festivals. Many writers link
the festival of Lupercalia with
Valentine's Day because ofthe similar date and the connection with
fertility.
The early Christian church had at
least two saints named Valentine.
Acccrding to one stay, the Roman
Emperor Claudius II in 1he A.O. 200' s
forbade young men to marry. The
emperor thought single men made
bettersoldiers. ApriestnamedValentine disobeyed the emperor's order

and secretly married young couples.
Anotherstory says Valentine was
an early Christian who made friends
with many children. The Romans
imprisoned him because he refused
to worship their gods. The children
missed Valentine and tossed loving
notes between the bars of his cell
window. This tale may explain why
people exchange messages on
Valentine's Day. According to another story Valentine restored the
sight of his jailer's daughter. Many
stories say that Valentine was executed on February 14 about A.O.
269. In A.O. 496, Saint Pope
Gelasius I named February 14 as St.
Valentine's Day.
--As listed in the encyclopedia.

Happy Valentine's. Day
,<;!_,_

.,

and

Katie
Love,
Rose
+'f.·

t ·

'>

'~{~~f

my life. Happy
Valentine's Day!

I Love You, Jt,,fark Richard! I I

My live would be nothing if
it wasn't for you. I'm glad
we met and I'm looking
forward to many happy
years together.
Love,

Stefanie

Happy
.• _ Valentine'sDay
, ~ I Love You!
-~

From Debi

to

Sweety Petey, Midget,
Gizmo and Max

Day

Michael
Amber

t -

~.,. I love you both very

.,~· r-T--i much. You light up

Valentine's Day

"\-alentine's
To

"

no closer to finding romance. So
how could I be ' 'the most
unromantic person in the world"?
Since no one could give me an
accurate depiction ofwhat romance
is, maybe it's not bad to be
''unromantic''. Maybe being ''the
most unromantic person in the
world" is a complement!
I don't know. I don't think I'll
put that title on my resume.

, ...

Happy

'f••·

thing to maintain the romance."
Donna Kerecz asked her mother
what she thought romance is. Her
reply: '' Something that comes from
Heaven to aggravate the hell out of
you."
.
Two more good answers, but
I'm not a female. So why did I need
a female opinion? More unanswered
questions.
After this tedious search, I was

~-~-

}

..t
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What exactly the heck is romance?========================
By Jay Arr Henderson
uc Assistant Editor

Oneday,backinthe 1920's,ina
garage in Chicago, the members of
one crime mob gunned down several
ofthe members ofa rival crime mob.
. Their work was in vain. Despite this
sterling example, nobody has done
this holiday right since then.
It must be close to Valentine's
Day because a lot of people are pressuring Dr. Mark Mirabello, Faculty
Advisor to the Chronicle. Theywant
him to make us print lots of good
stuff about the Homecoming. Mark
can't actually maG us do anything
(he's only a figurehead, you know.)
But he did promise to make the request. SoMarkdidhisduty. "Knowing what kind of stories you guys
usually come up with," he sighed,
"The headline will probably read:
Homecoming Queen~ Embezzle
Money to Buy Lipstick.''
You can always tell when
Valentine'sDayisapproaching. You
see a lot of people walking around
with dreamy smiles, their feet several inches off the growid. You'll
notice most of these people are

women. The men are all off some- several dozen other "special days"
where, cowering in terror.
that the merchants and shopowners
That's because women go a little have created to make us guilty and
crazy around Valentine's Day. themselves rich, you can buy her
They ...expect things. Mainly, they just about anything and she 'II love it
expect men to do things that men because "it's the thought that
are not constitutionally equipped to counts." But on Valentine's Day,
do. They expect men to think about Thought be damned! That present
someone besides themselves, to get had better be right!
And, of course, it's impossible
a little romance in their soul, to
actually go out and buy them pre- to ever know just what present is
sents that they'll deem appropriate. appropriate. Appliances-even maThe first two are ridiculous jor appliances-just won't cut it. A
enough. Men are built for survival woman will tum up her nose at a
and dominance and that means put- dishwasher and swoon over a handting Number One first. And ro- ful of wildflowers.
Why any woman would prefer a
mance? What exactly the heck is
handful of weeds over something
romance,anyway?
But it's the buying of presents with a high resale value, I don't
that's the real killer. In fact, it was understand.
thenecessityofbuyinga Valentine's
A typical example of the sort of
Day present that caused Freud to terror that overcomes men at giftwonder, "Woman. What does she giving time was what happened the
want?'' You 'II remember that Freud other day in the newsroom.
A certain young man who shall
never came up with a suitable answer to that question and. neither, remainnamelessdestroyedthesancto my knowledge, has anyone else. tity of the newsroom with wild
Men never seem to know what shrieksofterror. Ifyou'veever spent
kind of present to buy. On Christ- any time in the Chronicle newsmas, or her birthday, or any of those room, you won't be swprised to

learn that it was several moments
before he was noticed.
Kevin Zornes, our copy editor,
turned to me and, screaming in order
to be heard above the general bedlam, inquired, "What's that nameless young man screaming about?"
"Is he screaming? I thought he
was laughing.''
"No, that's definitely screaming. We'd better find out what's
wrong."

We· dragged the young man to a
quiet comer (which we were able to
fmd by going down to the first floor)
and dragged the whole sorry story
out of him. It seems his girlfriend
had confided to him that she expected' 'a very special present'' from
him.
"Does that·mean what I hope it
means?" he wailed. "Suppose I try
to give her what I think she wants
and I'm wrong? She'll think I'm a
monster. But, if she really wants
what I think she wants and I give her
something else, she'll think I'm a
naive child."
Fortunately, we were able to
solve this problem with a gift that

would work either way.
Thank God for edible panties,
Anyway, I hope this column has
helpedsomeofyouwomenoutthere
understand just what your man goes
through at this time of year.
Maybe, ifhe gives you a gift that
seems to have all the thoughtfulness
and romance of a poke in the eye
with a sharp stick, you 'II look on
him with a little less disgust than
usual.
I'd also like to apologize for the
whole flavor of this column. I'm
usually a sensitive, caring guy. It's
just that something about this holiday brings out the chauvinist pig in
me.
Anyway, this has really been a
column to try and let you guys out
there know that you are not alone if
the thought ofchoosing an appropriate gift makes your palms sweat and
your insides tum to jelly. We all go
through it Just remember not to
panic and, if you can't thinlc of
anything else, buy her some edible
panties.
If that doesn't work, give the
crazy woman a fistful of weeds.

What was your most memorable Valentine's Day?
Compiled by Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor

Photos by April Sargent
UC Photo Editor

Willard Elton Ford

When my mom was in a children' shome, she gotadoll from her parents,

who were ill at the time. The home took away her doll and she never saw
it again. Years later, I saw the same type of doll in a flea-market. I traded
sane things, paid some cash to boot and bought the doll and gave it to her
for Valentine's Day.

Diana Setty
I don't remember having any really good Valentine's Days lately,
because I work every holiday at Shawnee Lodge.

Donna,
.··

I have truly been blesed
by being united with my
other Spiritu_al half on
this Valentine's Day!

Byron Green

I once received a pair ofboxer shorts with red
hearts for Valentine's Day.

Bill,
Ralph Kavanaugh
That was 1983, in Germany. I got chocolate candy
from the 56th Air Defence Artillery.
Pamela Phister

The first time I ever went out with my husband was
on Valentine's Day. It was a bl,ind date.

Thank you for teaching
me what love means--l'm
finally a whole person. I
love you more than
anything. You are my
best friend.
Happy Valentine's Day!

I

I

•
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Activities Set for Black Awareness Month

By Martin Poston
UC Business/Staff Manager
During the month of February,
Shawnee State University will be
celebrating Black Awareness
Month.
Black Awareness Month began
67yearsagoasNegroHistoryWeek,
an idea conceived by Carter G.
Woodson. Attheageof50, Woodson
created Negro History Week as an
attempt to pass African-American
history in America and the world on
to others.
When he was l 7 years old,
Woodson was a coal miner who had
never received a fonnal education.
Afterteachinghimselfto read, write,
and do math, he entered high school
and graduated when he was 19.

WoodsonreceivedhisBachelors "Living The Dream, To Let FreeOn Friday, February 19, SSU
and Masters degrees from the Uni- dom Ring, Building Bridges ofUn- "minority students, in conjunction
versity of Chicago and became the . derstanding." The activities are with MEL Productions, will present
second black student to get a Doc- sponsored by Martin Marietta En- '' Music in the Air,'' a musical drama
torate at Harvard. He died in 1950, ergy Systems, the Scioto County which portrays the historical aspects
leaving behind written documents Area Foundation, and the Shawnee of black music.
MEL Productions is a local proand a source ofinspiration for many State UDiversity Development Foundation.
duction group, who, in the past,
black scholars.
On Thursday, February 18 at 2 have worked with the 14th Street
To this day, theconceptofBlack
Historymonthadheresto Woodson's p.m., a lecture entitled "Black En- Community Center, along with
philosophy: "If race has no history, glish and Its Development" will be other organizations. The producif it has no worthwhile tradition, it given by Dr. J.L. Dillard, Professor tion begins at 7 p.m. in Massie
Auditorium.
becomes a negligible factor in the of Linguistics at SSU.
Former East Side High School
thought of the world, and it stands in
The lecture will discuss how
danger of being exterminated.''
African languages have been incor- principal Joe Clark will be SSU's
In observance of Black Aware- porated into the English language. guest speaker on February 22 at 8
ness Month, activities are scheduled Junior and senior history and litera- · p.m. in Flohr Lecture Hall.
Clark will be discussing educaon campus during the month. The ture classes from Portsmouth High
theme for this month's activities is School have been invited to attend. tion, the needs for discipline, and

the best methods ofapproaching it.
Clark is the author of
Down the Law, and has written
many feature articles in national
magazines and has been the subject of articles in magazines and
newspapers throughout America.
Clark served as principal at East
Side High School in New Jersey,
where he was responsible for turninga place where violence and crime
was a common occurrence back into
an institutioo for education.
During his time there as principal, Clark revamped the educational
programs, and in time dramatically
enhanced discipline,attendance, and
academic achievement at the New
Jersey high school.

A Gliinpse At History:The Dred Scott Decision
Compiled By BUI
Holmes
uc News Editor

As part of Black History Month,
the Chronicle wishes to place a historical perspective on the struggle
for equality by African-Americans.
In March of 1857, tbe pr<rslavery forces within the United States
won a major victory against the
abolitionist movement.
Dred Scott, a slave from the state
of Missouri, claimed freedom after
being brought by his ''master'' to
the state of Illinois and the Minnesota Territory. In both ofthese areas,
the institution of slavery did not
exist. In fact, slavery was expressly
forbidden by the Missouri Compromise in the Minnesota Territory.
The issue came before a predominantly Southern Supreme Court
who declared that Scott had no right
to bring his suit before the federal
courts. The Court ruled he was not a
citizen, but rather a slave. Further-

more, the Court went on to judge
that Congress had no authority to
prevent slavery throughout the nation. The verdict stated that such a
declaration would remove property
from the slave owners without the
due process required by the Fifth
Amendmentto the Constitution. The
amendment states that no citizen
shall "be deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of the
law."
The decision forbid the creation
ofany more "free" territories in the
West. Furthermore, thedecisionalso
made the Missouri Compromise
unconstitutional.
Though the Court had weakened
the torch of freedom within the
United States, the flame could not
be extinguished. The southern point
of view that the Supreme Court represented was allowed to spread
throughout the expanding territories. However, this strengthened the

'desire ofmany to fight by sword and
It will be observed, that the plea
pen alike and to create a society applies to that class of persons only
where "all men [persons] are cre- whose ancestors were Negroes of
ated equal, that they are endowed by the African race, and imported into
their Creator with certain W1alienable this country, and sold and held as
rights, that among these are life, slaves. The only matter in issue
liberty, and pursuit of happiness.'' before the court, therefore, is whether
This excerpt is from the judge- the descendants ofsuch slaves, when
ment of the Dred Scott v. Sanford they shall be emancipated, or who
case that was given by Chief Justice are born of parents who had become
Roger B. Taneyforthe United States free before their birth, are citizens of
a State, in the sense in which the
Supreme Court in 1857.
''The questioo i.$ simply this: Can word citizen of a State, in the sense
a Negro, whose ancestors were im- in which the word citizen is used in the
ported into this country, and sold as Constitution of the United States.
The words ''people of the United
slaves, become a member ofthe political community famed and brought States" and "citizens" are synonyinto existence by the Constitution of mous terms, and mean the same thing.
the United States, and as such becane They both describe the political body
entitled to all the rights, and privileges, who, accordingtoourrepublican instiand immunities, guaranteed by that tutions, form the sovereignty, and who
instrument of that citizen? One of hold the power and conduct the govwhich rights is the privilege ofsuing in ernmentthrough theirrepresentatives.
a court ofthe United States in the cases They are what we familiarly call the
''sovereign people,'' and every citispecified by the Constitution.

zen is one of those people, and a
constituent members ofsovereignty.
The question before us is,
whether the class of persons described in this plea in abatement
compose a portion of this people,
and are constituent members of this
sovereignty? We think they are not,
and that they are not included, and
were not intended to be included,
under the word "citizens" in the
Constitution, and can, therefore,
claim none of the rights and privileges which that instrument provides for and secures to citizens of
the United States. On the contrary,
they were at that time considered as
subordinate and inferior class of
beings, who had been subjugated by
the dol'flinant race, and whether
emancipated or not, yet remained
subject to their authority, and had no
rights or privileges but such as those
who held the power and the government might choose to grant them... ''

For most, especially ex-'Slaves, service in the Union ranks was a great
opportunity to prove that African
Americans merited full citizenship.
--In an effort to retain control
over African Americans, whites lev-

ied unusually severe punishments
on black soldiers. Whereas one in
every twelve soldiers was black, one
in every five soldiers executed for a
crimes was black.
--80 percent of all soldiers executed for mutiny were black.
--180,000 black soldiers served

in America arose among slaves at
Silver Bluff, South Carolina, between 1773and 1775.DavidGeorge,
founder of the church, was a runaway slave who had hidden out with
the Creek Indians.
--In 1827 the first black newspaper, Freedom's Journal, was published for the first time in New York
City by John B. Russwurm and
Samuel E. Cornish.
-•Harriet Tubman became the
"Moses of her people" by leading
over 300 slaves to freedom on the
Undergrowxt Railroad.
--During the Civil War the Congressional Medal of Honor was treated. Twenty-two African Americanswon that medal fortheircciwage
and fighting ability.

DidYou
Knovv???
By

Compiled
Donna
Kerecz
UC Editor-in-Chief
--Approximately 144,000 of the

178,000 African Americans who
served in the Union Army during the
CivilWarcamefromtheslavestates.

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p .m. , Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m . - 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

To School S ecia

5 oil ch

ecial

Includts oil filter and up to five quarts of
oil, co,npletec/rassis lube

C=J.

av.a ilable at

Knlttel's BP Service Center
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during the Civil War. Nearly 37,000
gave their lives for their country.
--At the time of the Civil War
nearly four million blacks lived in
bondage in the South. In the north
there were fewer than a quarter million.
--The first black Baptist church
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The Radical Implications of AIDS
By Bill Holmes
UC News Edjtor

The African-AmericanandLatin
American communities both comprise approximately ten percent of
the population of the United States.
However, among these groups that
make up 21 percent of the population, slightly over 40 percent ofthose
are infected with the AIDS virus.
In New York City, 84 percent of
adult female AIDS cases are in the
African or Latin American community. Nine out often children that are
born infected with the virus are African American or Hispanic. According to one figure, one baby out
of 43 born in the Bronx is infected
with the AIDS virus.
Why is the virus growing so fast
amongtheAfricanandLatinAmerican citizens of the United States?
Some leaders say that the
black community is unwilling to
work towards a solution either by
denial of the problem or willingness
to accept the possible programs to
stop the transmission of the AIDS
virus.
Some argue the legitimacy of
programs such as New York City's
distribution of clean needles to intravenous drug users. The NYC
Council disagreed with the program
- the main leaders were African and
Latin Americans. A black leader on
the council, Enoch Williams, said,
•'the city is sending the wrong mes-

In fact, some of the more radical
sage when it distributes free needles
to drug addicts while we are trying wing groups argue that the disease is
to convince our children to say no to a way of genocide towards their
drugs."
people. They point to data that shows
According to Harlon L. Dalton, most of the reported cases are not
a black writer on the AIDS virus, among "the general population",
·said there are five basic reasons why . but those who make up the minority
the African-Americans have been groups within our nation.
Third, the African American
the hardest hit by the virus.
First, blacks resent the fact that community has not yet come to
'' larger society seems bent on blam- grips with it's own homophobia.
ing us as a race for its origin and Many African Americans were uninitial spread." This refers toa theory comfortable aboutassociating themthat the virus started in Africa, due selves with a "gay disease."
Fourthly, drug abuse is a probto a similar disease that appears in
lem especially among blacks in the
the green monkey population.
Second is the mistrust of the inner cities. "Whites have shown
white community that now empha- little concern that, day by day, drugs
sizes the health the African Ameri- are eating away the soul of the black
can community. "Frequently, our community.''
And lastly, after centuriesoflivacute mistrust manifests itself as
resistance, as sparring, as buying ing under white rule through slatime until we are safe." The nega- very, many resentthat they are' 'dictive lessons that many in the black tated to once again." Many in the
community have learned in dealing United States feel that even now,
with white community, not to men- equality is not expressed in governtion history, have made them natu- ment. Figures will prove it is not
equal though things are improving.
ral skeptics.
Statements released by the govIf one thing is true, the AIDS
ernment have not helped matters virus is not color blind, just as the
either. It was late into 1985 when the United States has learned it does not
Reagan administration formally discussed the AIDS virus. When asked
BILL KNITTEL'S BP
why the administration did not comComplete Mechanical Work
ment on the virus, Gary Baur, Chief
• AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
Domestic Policy Advisor, said "it
• EXHAUST SYSTEMS
hadn't spread into the general popu• BRAKES
· BATTERIES
._
lation yet."
• ACCESSORI
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· TUNE-UPS
• UNDERCOATING

Anyone interested in a support
group on SSU campus for gay, lesbian and bi-sexual studetns call
354-1029, even if just to talk.
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Convenient Furnished Apartments

11) IJtt]e Caesars

Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405
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Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus

care about ones sexual preference.
America as a whole needs to understand what AIDS is and confront it
as a nation, rather than an ethnic
group.
The media has portrayed for too
long that the majority of HIV positive individuals are white, male,
homosexuals and drug-users. The
disease is continuing to grow within
the Aftjcan American, Hispanic, and
other minorities as well as the white
community.
Sources consulted: McKenzie,

Nancy F. TheAIDSReader; Social.

Political and Ethical Issues, 199J.

Note: To correct a typographical error in the last article. There are
several strains of the tuberculosis
virus. Among the cases of tuberculosis that were reported in NYC, 18
percent were part of the strains that
could not be treated with the treatment of choice. Though at this time
there is no strain that has developed
or has been discovered in which no
treatment did not work, yet.

Happy
Valentine's Day
--ir-:·
Mom
·ff I Love You!
''

Censorship is t:he Dirt:iest:Word
known t:o man.
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CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS

$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS,
CALL

PAYMENT IN ADVANCE

355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

White male, 26, seeks attractive
single female .18-26 for purpose of
lasting friendship and dating. Prefer
someone with moderate Christian beliefs and sense ofhumor. Send reply to
UC office correspondent #35
Want to Travel Free, F.arn Cash
and Resume Experience? Students
nad Organizations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years
experience, great prices, hotels and
destinations. Call 1 (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.
Attention slngles!!Are you tired
of being alone? Looking for something different? Join The Singles Club.
Many activities for people looking for
new friends and those interested in fun
activities. Members range from 17-87
years old. More than 60 current mem-

hers call KAREN AUSTIN at 614354-3211 ifno answer leave message.
Ad.
.
To the "Light of My Ufe" --

I've finally found someone with
more than2 wattsofpowerto "light"
my nights! Ad.
Extremely Spacious(4,000 sq.
ft.) newly remodeled apartment 3
blocks from SSU. Perfect for student or faculty group. For information call 353-2619. Ad.

Looking for folks to play pick-up
games ofstreet hockey on rollerblades.
Age and experience doesn't matter.
See Dr. Tony Dzik in Business Annex
133 or call 355-2326. Ad.
l love and miss you all It's lonely
in Kentucky. If anyone wants a
friend or penpal Write me: Daniel
Stewart P.O. Box 1026, Evarts, Ky.
40828. All letters welcome. Ad.
Join Muddle Pudding's Fan Club
Puddingheads c/o Theresa Brucker,
746 Monroe Ave. Ardsley, PA 19038
Ad.
Found: Valuable piece of jewelry-3 weeks ago second floor of
Massie Hall. Call and identify 3533127. Ad.
Very sensitive white 21 year old
single mother with one child looking
for companionship. Prefer a response
from a matme male 25 to 35 that enjoys
movies, music of the 50's, 60's, 70's
andcountrymusic. Should enjoy church,
children and have a good sense of humor. Write to: 4405 Rose Valley Rd.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662-Diane Michelle. Ad.
Wlll type essays, term papen, etc.,
$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.
Write for the Chronicle. Work
your way up to a paid position. Call
Donna at 355-2278 or 355-2502.
Happy
Day to Paul
and
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A Look at Billy Dean and NeilYoung

And local talent Muddle Puddin2

By Philip Thieken
UC Entertainment Editor
Take it out ofthe package, put
it on, insert it and that's when the
fun begins.
Come on people get your
qrinds out of the gutter. I'm talking about playing a CD.
Well here are some new reviews for you.
The new album from Billy

Dean titled "Fire In The Dark" is a
good collection of music about the
ups and downs of modern love. The
title track Tryin' To Hide A Fire In
The Dark has thatnewcountrysound
that's been making the top of the
charts in the last few years.
Other potential hits are the tracks
That's What I Like About Love,
Only a Woman Knows and When A

February 8, 1993
Woman Cries, a song about comforting someone you love.
Among all those songs are two
covers, one of the songs We Just
Disagree and the other of the blues
sound of the song Steam Roller.
Billy Dean has a good album
that I'm sure you 'II be hearing a lot
of.•••
Neil Young "Lucky Thirteen"
is a new release of a collection of
previouslyunreleasedsongversions.
A number of these songs were
recorded live, including This Note's
For You which was recorded at the
palace in Hollywood. Some were
even recorded live right here in Ohio.
The album, subtitled "Excursions Into Alien Territory", starts
out with Sample And Hold, a techno
sound from 1983.
Neil performs these songs along
with Crazy Horse, The Harvesters,
The Redwood Boys, The Shocking

Valentine's Day Book Suggestions
By Gypsy Rose
uc Features Editor
The first book I would like to
suggest to you and your Valentine
is titled ''The Art of Erotic Massage" by Dr. Andrew Yorke.
This book covers basic massage techniques as well as some
more intimate styles. Massage is
one of the oldest ''therapies'',
and in the these times when many
couples are concerned with encounters and their health, erotic
massage is a relaxing and enjoyable alternative to sexual relations.
The book contains step-bystep instructions for the novice.
And includes natural therapies
such as aromatherapy, Shiatsu
(using only finger pressure),
acupressure, and reflexology.
Remeber, massage does not have
to lead to sex; but it greatly enhances the act.
Do something wonderful for
your Valentine, surprise them with
aneroticmassage. {C.aution:This
book contains explicit photos and
language that may offend some
readers.}
Secondly, I would ·suggest
"Light Her Fire", by Ellen
Kreidman. Her book tells men
exactly what women want, no

kidding. She stresses that Romance having time to yourself.
equals Touching. Touching your
Too many women give to evlover will confirm your love, and it eryone first and they are last on the
can be done anytime and anyplace. list. Men love women who are
This is an unique view for men, it confident enough to be themselves.
This book is very enlightening.
will definatelyimprov'e your knowledge of women and how to please It will change your view of how
you love others, and yourself. What
them.
If you really want to be good to really attracted me to this material
your Valentine, here are some sug- was the warning:' 'Do not read this
gestions of what LOVE IS ....
book unless you want complete
LOVE IS ... noticing how pretty control over the destiny of your
she looks without her having to ask. love life."
LOVE IS ... tellingyourfriends
Valentine's Day is the day for
in front of her how wonderful she is. lovers, but love can be ignited anyLOVE IS ... apologizing if you time of the year.
are wrong and saying nothing if you
All of the book titles listed
are right.
above can be purchased at Martin
LOVE IS ... taking a long walk Russell's Bookstore on 2nd Street.
holding hands.
I have contacted MRB to make
LOVE IS ... flirting with HER sure they are made available. If
·your chosen title is temporarily out
when you're at a party.
LOVE IS ... remembering the of stock, please leave your name
little things mean a lot.
and number, and they will reorder
Last on my list is another book for you. Also, if you mention that
by Ellen Kreidman titled "Light you are a faculty member or a
His Fire". She states that "Men student here at SSU, you will refall in love liecause of the way they ceive a I 0% discount on ANY
feel about themselves when they book in their store.
are with you".
Your Valentine: Gypsy Rose
The book then teaches a woman
NOTE:· Please leave your unanhow to love herself first. When swered or unusual ,questions to be
you are at one with yourself you addressed in this column in the.Newscan be more loving to your mate. room, Massie 4 I I. (All questions of
She also stresses the importance of the "Dear Dr. Ruth" type, that is.)

This as appears on space that I have paid for. In
joining the newspaper staff I have not compromised my beliefs about opinion and fact. In essence, I have "Put my money where my mouth
is." I contend that I will be true to my belief
that "THE FACTS.", without prejudice or overriding emotion, will make a difference.

PAID AD
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--Heather Parr

Pinks and Where Is The Highway
Tonight? a· duet with Waylon
Jennings.
Once An Angel is a love ballad
done in a country and western style.
Hippie Dream is an 80's rock
song with an old message reborn in
it.
This album has a wide sampling
ofNeil 's styles ofmusic and is worth
checking out, especially if you are a
Neil Young fan. *** 1/2 ·
Muddle Pudding's album
"Songs of the Common Man"
would best be described as having a
bus with Simon and Garfunkle, Peter, Paul and Mary, and Joan Baez
crashing head on into 80's and 90's
acoustic rock sound.
There are many me~ges in this
album. They jump out at you from
the start and don't let up until the
end~ Even then, they stick with you
after you turn the ster.eo off.

Muddle Pudding is definitely
trying to cut out a whole new musical niche for themselves and with a
little time and effort they may take
that niche a long way. ** 1/2
Grade Scale
Excellent •••••
••••
Great
Good
••••
••
Fair
Poor
•
I would like to thank Tim
Shephard and Shephard's Sound
Works, I 003 Gallia Street for providing me with music for review.
All these albums, including Muddle
Pudding, and many more are available at Shephard's.
I would like to thank Donna
Kerecz for the use of her Muddle
Pudding tape.
So until next week, keep your
feet on the ground and keep reaching for someone else's body!

Attention Puddin Head
Appearing .

AT THE FRANKLIN
Fri & Sat. February 19th & 20 h

Muddle
Pudding
9 - 2 A.M.
Rt. 23

Portsmouth

Dr. Mark Mirabello,
The UC Staff
wishes you a
Scholarly
Valentine's Day!

Happy Valentine's
Day You are the

G-reatest!

Love,
Donna

Entertainment
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Crothers to represent SSU in Festival ofWomen Composers
By WIilard C. Ford
Uc Staff Writer
Shirley Evans Crothers, Associate Professor of Music, will represent SSU in the Festival of
Women Composers. This event is
held annually at Indiana University in Pennsylvania.
''There were over seventy entries, so this festival is highly selective. I am very happy to be
included,'' Crothers told the UC in
a recent interview.
Crothers' compositionwascommissionedbytheEngineeringTechnology faculty. It debuted in the
public dedication of the Vern Riffe

Center foc Advanced Technology
and is titled "Fanfare for Futurism".
"I was at a loss of words at first
when they asked me in December of
1992," she confides, "but then I saw
itasachancetounitear1sandscience.''
Crothers reflected upon her inspiratim which led to writing the score.
"Well, it sat of evolved. I explored
different sounds of synthesizers and
programmed these into a computer.
She gives special recognition to
Paul Y~a computer engineer graduateftan SSU. He provided the technical experience for programming
the composition she said.

me cttseovery or

Mars by astronomers and concludes~ visim
of future life on
Mars. It is geared
fcrthirdgradersaoo
povmardcwrtmityto1eammadl,
science, history,
and creative writ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ingaswell as art.
Another excellent source for creKids Komer of Books
ative writing is David Wis.ger's
By Stephanie Wright
UC Opinion Editor
book Free Fall. It is a picture book
Melvin Berger ha.s written a book with no text that describes a young
foc children that talks about Earth's boy' sdreams. It is similar to Gulliver's
neighboring planet, Mars. Djscoyer- Toll'.ds but is geared for the lower
in& Mars· The Amazin& Story of the primary grades.
Red Planet features easy-to-read text
As the yoll1g boy visits different
and numerous phoo)s. The book dis- lands, he encounters different people
cusses how planets are formed and and animals such as leaves that free fall
gives infcnnation of the similarities and become swans. At the em of the
and differences between Earth and bcdc, the boy wakes up and all the
Mars.
characters fiml his dream are objects in
The book begins with histay of his rocm oc out his window.

Open Hearings on a
Smoke-Free Work Place

Open hearings will be held on
Monday, Feb. 22 at 9:00 AM and
11 :00 AM in the Micklethwaite
Banquet Hall to discuss the health
issue and campus issue in connection with the Governor's proclamation.
According to Executive Order 93-0 l V, Creation ofa SmokeFree Workplace, Governor
George Voinovich has ordered
that:
'' 1. Smoking shall be prohibited in all buildings and other

put a bit of Twinkle, Twinkle, tured at 4:00 p.m.
Little Star into the piece .. .it has
"I am glad to be representing
something to do with science. If the University," she says. Crothyou listen close, you can hear a ers entertained the thoughts of posfew measures that I added.''
sibly adding a laser show worth the
Dr. Bob Wilson, professor of production when it will dedicate
English, was asked to contribute the Fine Arts Building later.
original poetry. He does some
Crothers pointed out that musireadings in the softer measures of cians have really undersold themthe production, she says. ''This is selves and that people are begina multi-disciplined piece that rep- ning to see the talents of musicians
resents a lot with music,'' Shirley as prestigious. She has many scores
says.
to her credit, and is a true icon to
The festival will be on March musicians that arc studying to make
26, with Crothers and Yost at- a difference. That is what music is
tending. The score will be fea- about.
Imagine a iwelve-yea1::utd boy ah:y, responstbtthy, aHllrud care,
and a six-year-old girl in the 1800's health care, and prejudice.
Write Reviews
Brinton Turkle is the author of
searchingfortheirparentsandfamily
friends, whomtheyhavebecomesepa- Thy Friend. Obadiah. Young
for the
rated from. To this picture, add a few Obadiah's friend is rather odd but
Chronicle.
complications.
very loyal. His friend follows him
First, the two children are travel- everywhere--to the wharf, to his
Call Manson
ing on an open prairie. Second, the house, and to his religious serat 355-22 78 or
young boy is critically injured with vices.
no medicine and little food. Finally,
Obadiah is a young Amish boy
see him in
the children have been traveling in a who is embarrassed by his friend's
Massie 411.
wagon train that has been brutally devotions because his friend is a
attacked by the Sioux Indians. This is sea gull. The sea gull teaches
the setting of LQuise Moeri 's histori- Obadiaha valuable lesson. Obadiah
Greeks and Clubs
laments the fact that the sea gull
cal novel Save Queen of Sheba
The children, the only two survi- follows him everywhere, but when
vors from the Indian raid, are real. his friend doesn't appear for a few
The trek to Fort Laramie was also days Obadiah truly misses the sea
$1,000AN HOUR!
real.KingDavidandQueenofSheba, gull. He soon realizes that the sea
Each member of your
names given to the children because gull is truly his friend.
frat, sorority, team, club,
ofthe strength that was implied by the
Thy Friend. Obadiah is a great
etc. pitches in just one
biblical stories, were ancestors of read-aloud story for pre-schoolers
hour an~r iroup can
raise $1 ,
in JUst a few
and up. The book will help youngMoeri's.
days!
The story, written for sixth-grad- sters to learn about friendship and
ers, is a source foc lessons on history, will act as an opener to lessons on
Plus a chance to earn
Sl,000 for yourself!
geography, survival skills, family loy- the Amish religion.

Crothers did extensive research
foc inspiration. She studied books
about nuclear physics to bring some
technology into the feel of the music. Using a code, she assigned various scientific notations to the alphabet and onto musical notes. She
experimented on synthesizers with
''tronblasts.'' This lead to a pattern
which she manipulated in the piece.
Janet Gallaher provided technical assistance with Carl Hilgarth.
Crothers laughs and talks about what
a neat suggestion that Gallaher inspired her to use.
'' Janet said, "Why don't you

I

DidYou Know???
,

--The estimated new cases of
AIDS
in the US is 16S per day.
enclosed structures owned or leased
--AIDS
has already resulted in the
by the State and. its agencies, exdeaths
of
over
90,000 people in the
cept for (a) rooms within college or
university buildings used primarily US and perhaps severalhmdredthouas residences of students for other sand people in Africa (most African
persons affiliated with the univer- countries do not report cases to the
sity or college ...but nothing shall · World Health Organization).
--It has been projected that six
prohibit a President of a University
or college or a Director from desig- million people will have developed
nating non-smoking residential AIDS by the year 2000.
--AIDS is already the leading
rooms or residential areas;
2. Smoking shall be prohibited cause of death among black women
in all vehicles owned or leased by the aged l S to 44 in New York State and
New Jersey.
State and its agencies... "
-Ofthose persons diagnosed with

AIDS at the middle of 1990, about
90 percent were male and 10 percent female.
--Whites accomt foc SS.S percent of total AIDS cases.
--AIDS is increasing in the heterosexual population.
--SO percent of all women in
the US withAIDS are Black women
--60percentofallchildrenwith
AIDS in the US are Black children.
--Not everyone with HIV has
AIDS. Some people become mildly
ill and others show no signs at all,
but can still spread the virus to
others.

Our whole constitutional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government the
power to control men's minds.
.
-Thurgood Ma.r~hall

I

No cost, No obligation.

1-800-932-0528,ext. 65

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Parle
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
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Rio Grande Takes Both Men's and Women's Contest
By Tom Davis
Uc Sports Editor
The Shawnee State Lady Bears
Basketball game Tuesday night was
a barn burner at Rio Grande. A put
back at the buzzer downed the Lady
Bears 71-69. Tothoseinattendance,
it looked like the buzzer sounded
just before the ball left Rio Grande' s
Lou Hamilton's hand. At first, the
players from both teams thought the
game was going into overtime, but
the officials ruled the shot good. It's
one of those situations where you
don't discredit the opposing team
because they played an outstanding
game. The call is final and you just

have to cope with it and start concentrating on the next game. The
Lady Bears were led by Jenny
Wessel, Robin Bugg, and Renee
Walls 22, l S, and 12 points respectively. Lori Hamiltons 22, Jena
Norris' 18, and Sower's 13 points
led the Red women.
The SSU men lost to Rio Grande
W ~ y night at Rio Grande 7964. The only player with double
figures was Travis Merry. He scored
the game high with 26 points. Ryan
Hudson, Ron Kinley, Bryan Dyer,
and DariusWilliamshadpoints. Rio
Hit twelve 3 pointers and played a

At Close To The Heart, we know the trauma,
stress and agony of finding and retaining good
daycare. Thus we have provided this checklist to
help you in your selection. We care about the
welfare of your children. If your daycare does not
pass the check-up, maybe you c1ose To Your
should check your child out. At The Heart D1y care
Close To The Heart, your child is
YES NO YES NO
Close To Our Heart.
1. Is the center clean?

4. Do the teacher's and administrators hold

=' D D D

8' D D D

Bachelor and Master's.degrees?

51" D D D

5. Does your daycare hire an age appropriate, daily learning scnedUle for each age
level?

[3'

6. Does your center have flexible night care?

[3' D D D

7. Does y·our da:;care c;;:itair. tech:io!ogical

p,ograms?

·

8. Are the children in the center always
crying?
.

B' D D D
D

Gr

9. Are you made to sign a waiver which tells
you, xgu !.illlllil1
it al2uU l2l:

gg.um in the center? (Any center which
does this 50QuJd alacmxgu, because it is the
Paycare's responsibility bx Jaw to provide
youwiththeQmll.ll!.1:1.uman~ 1-800
numbeftoreportanyneglectorabusewhich
occurs at your daycare.j

D B' D D

10. Are all children treated equally regardless of race religion, etc.?

D [3' D D

11. Is your Infant in the high chair when you
leave & still in the same high chair when you
pick him/her up or does he cry when you
leave him there?

D g- D D

12. Does your daycare allow emotional or
physical punishment if your child misbehaves?

D g- D D

13. Does your daycare hpld to these state
guidelines for teacher/child ratio? 1-5 Infants 1-1 Toddlers 1·8 Preschool 1-14 Kindergarten 1°18 School Age?

g

Close To The Heart Measures Up!
If Yours Doesn't It's Time For A Change.

The women travel to Urbana
Tuesday Feb. 9th for a 7 p.m. game.
Thursday's is home with Pikeville
at 7 p.m. and at ODC Saturday for a
7 p.m. contest. The Lady Bear's
MOC winning streak was broken
Saturday January the 30th when
Tiffin upset SSU.
In the University Chronicle Feb.
l a sentence was accidently omitted
making the article a little conf\Jsing.
Just before: The women will be
pursuing their 24th defeated Tiffin
Saturday night, (the women will be
pursuing... )
Sorry for the conf11$ion.

Write SPORTS
Call Tom
Davis
355-2278 or see
him in the
Chronicle
in Massie 411

His most memorable moments
were when the women's basketball
Phil Bonzo does a lot ofwork for won last year at Tiffm in double
the Athletic Department. He is al- overtijJle to assure them at least a tie
ways going about his business and for the championship and when they
seemstogo beat Urbana to go 14-0 and win the
unnoticed. MOC championship. He was the
Phil is quiet first member of the team to get a
anddoesn't piece of the net symbolizing the
say much, championship, which he treasures.
butactioois He also has fond memories of when
stronger the softball team beat Northwood
thanwords. Institute in Midland, Mich. to take
The University Chronicle
two
out
of
three
and
to
be
the
first
announces
the dismissal ot
Bonzo
team
in
Ohio
to
ever
beat
a
team
Robert
Gambill,
Business
Bonzo
graduated
Manager, from the staff.
from Ports- from Michigan that went to the naThe position of Business
mouth East tionals.
Boozo's duties for this year, inManager has been given to
High School in 1989. He lettered
Martin Poston. who will asthree years in baseball and four years clude head trainer for the men's
sumeresponsibilitie:smrthese
in football. He was also All SOC basketball team, head student trainer
duties.
(Southern Ohio Conference) in foot- for all sports and because of his
Gam6ill will no longer
ball his sophomore and senior year. experience, the other student trainrepresent the Chronicleinany
He was a member of the Na- ers contact Phil when they need
areas, including business.
tional Honor Society and Who's assistance. Healsohandlesthe Sports
Who Among American High School Information duties until one is apStudents his junior and senior year. pointed bySSU andtakescareofther.=~~~=======:1
Raise a Cool
He graduated with honors and was insurance paper work when a stuseventh out of seventy graduates. dent athlete is injured. He fills in as
$1000,
When asked about his alma mater, a driver when teams play on the
INJUST ONE'WEEkt
Phil said, "East is a small school rmd and keeps score at all away
PLUS SJOH FOR TIIE
:, MEMBER WHO~
and I knew everybody there. The games.
N.eWipdea.Nocoet.
Phil is majoring in Natural Sciteachers were great and I espeY•.a.setaFRII
cially would like to give a lot of ence, and his first concentration is
IIIADPBONI
RADIO
credit to John Coriell for being a in Biology. He, has a 3.06 GPA.
J•forcallhi&
Bonzo's hobbies are hunting,
1.....,3z.tnt.Est. 65
role model."
This is Bonzo' s senior year at fishing, snow skiing and all other
Shawnee State University. During sports.
his four years, he has been a student
athletic trainer helping with men's
Knittel's
and women's basketball, softball,
Air
Conditioning
and soccer.
and
By Tom Davis
uc Sports Editor

.. I , Steps To l h-.- lh·:,t In Daycare"

3. Are you pennined to visit your child's
classroom at any time of the day?

the difference was made when we
made our shots in the last minute and
they didn't." DiGenova said that
SSU's head coach Jim Amgen is in
the same situation as he is. The
leaders in the conference are top
heavy with quality seniors. The
next couple of years will be different
because our(SSU and ODC) present
starting underclas.wen will step up
with their experience and be a force
to reckon with. ODC features two
strong guards 6' l" Jerry Lanier 16.7
points a game and 6'3" Mike Bell,
4.3 assists per game. ODC, as of2S-93 are 12-ll and2-6intheMOC.

Sports Spotlight---

(:lose To The Heart
Check - Up:

2. Are the teachers friendly to all parents &
children?

tenacious defence to hold every one
except Merry to less than ten points.
The Redmen were led by Jeff
Brown's 22 points, Matt Powell 22
pointsandDonaldson's 19. Themen
drop to l 0-14 while Rio Grande
goes to 21-4.
The men play Tuesday night
Feb. 9, at 7:30 p.m. home with Urbana. Thursday, theytravelto Wilmington for a 7:30 p.m. game and
back home with ODC Saturday at
7:30p.m.
Head coach Ed DiGenova of
ODC said they defeated SSU at his
place on January 19th because '' ...

O

Public
Notice

Radiator Shop

$$$$, FREE.TRAVELAND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Otganizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

-

eon.i•1111a111r11111 llrCIIMltlmlnftenlcacamr

$15.95 Oil Change Special

2 026 Robinson Ave. 35-4-1230

100/4 discount on labor with SSU ID

f.to S guarts
of oil and complete c nis lube

lndlldft oil filter and

·---------·
ID . C I
: arry- reme :
I

I
I
I

333 2nd Street

Footer
Medium Pepsi

I

I
I
I

: $1.50 :

·---------·
I

With Coupon

I

